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ZOO REPORT BACK ON CLIMATE CHANGE - C.F. 18-0600-S103

This report is provided pursuant to the City Council adoption of the Mayor’s 2018-19 
Budget on May 21, 2018 (C.F. 18-0600-S103). This action instructed the Zoo 
Department to report to the Arts, Entertainment, Parks, and River Committee relative to 
potential climate impacts on animals living at the Los Angeles Zoo. The report should 
include low-cost initiatives the department can employ to educate the public locally and 
around the world about the impact of climate change on all animals.
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Climate change is considered by many experts to be one of the biggest challenges facing 
humanity, and it will bring dramatic challenges to Los Angeles in the coming years, 
including wide-ranging effects on the health and welfare of Angelenos. As the largest 
city in a state that is taking the most ambitious and aggressive action on climate change, 
Los Angeles is poised to establish itself as the national leader in carbon reduction and 
climate change action. The Los Angeles Zoo envisions itself as doing its part to manage 
its operations through this lens, and with 1.8 million visitors, has an opportunity to share 
important information on this topic.
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Today, climate change is affecting many species around the world, driving animals to 
move to higher or lower altitudes if they are available, or to extinction when there are no 
longer appropriate environments for them. In addition to affecting animals, plants are 
severely affected by climate change. The plant species itself may not survive and 
therefore the animals that feed on or call the plants home will subsequently be eradicated. 
Rising sea levels are already threatening wild populations of animals, particularly island 
species. For example, the Komodo dragon species lives on a handful of tiny islands in the 
Indonesian archipelago. Already 24 islands have disappeared from this region with even 
the massive bustling capitol of Jakarta under threat in the next decade. The impact of 
climate change on wild animal populations in some cases results in zoos being the ark for 
these species and the last opportunity to prevent their extinction. The Los Angeles Zoo 
has historically had one of the most successful breeding programs for Komodo dragons 
in the world, and zoo captive populations may contribute to the preservation of the 
species.
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Los Angeles Zoo Animal Collection
At the Los Angeles Zoo, animal management and exhibitry address climate change issues aimed 
at animal welfare, including temperature and food, to minimize local impacts. The Zoo provides 
specialized diets, shaded areas, air conditioned holding, and more high tech options like hot or 
cool rocks, giving the animals’ options and choices to control their own environment.

Two animal programs, mountain yellow-legged frogs and koalas, are examples of potentially 
serious climate change impacts for animals living at the Zoo. A half-century ago, hundreds of 
streams in the San Gabriel, San Bernardino and San Jacinto mountains were packed 
with mountain yellow-legged frogs. Today, fewer than 400 of the federally endangered frogs are 
living in hard-to-reach streams, all of them reduced to shrinking ponds after five years of 
drought. Small, isolated mountain yellow-legged frog populations were lost in the aftermath of 
the Old fire in 2003, the Station fire in 2009 and the Mountain fire in 2013. In 2010, federal 
wildlife authorities launched an ambitious recovery program that includes captive breeding 
facilities, trout removal programs and barring public access to areas where frogs are clinging to 
existence. The species' last hope may be in carefully monitored aquariums at the Los Angeles 
Zoo and the San Diego Zoo, where genetic "insurance colonies" are being raised in collaboration 
with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The Los Angeles Zoo has successfully reproduced over 
2,000 Southern mountain yellow-legged frog tadpoles, and in June 2018, the Zoo released 500 
tadpoles into Big Rock Creek where they’ve been absent for half a century. If their natural 
habitat is permanently altered, there will only be captive populations in zoos.

Koalas in the wild are dealing with severe drought and decreasing quality of available food. 
Increasing atmospheric CO2 levels is reducing the nutritional quality of eucalyptus leaves. As a 
result, koalas are struggling to meet their nutritional demands, resulting in malnutrition and 
starvation. The Los Angeles Zoo is situated in an environment where eucalyptus has historically 
grown readily. Over the last 10 years, however, an introduced beetle has been infecting 
eucalyptus trees. The beetles, in conjunction with the drought, have severely degraded the quality 
of eucalyptus available to gather for koala food. This situation may impact the future of our 
koala program, including being able to breed and ultimately share this species with our guests.

Education
Climate change is an important concept that the Zoo would like to incorporate into programming 
and experiences. While we want to help our visitors learn and improve their knowledge and 
understanding of climate change, even more important are behavior changes they can make to 
have a positive impact. One key step is for the Los Angeles Zoo to get involved in the National 
Network for Ocean and Climate Change Interpretation (NNOCCI). NNOCCI promotes 
evidenced-based communications methods and provides the social and emotional support needed 
to engage as climate communicators. NNOCCI beginner workshops ground participants in the 
way Americans think about climate change and introduce communications tools. The Zoo is 
planning to host or participate in a workshop during the 2019-20 fiscal year, which would 
provide staff training to develop the hard skills needed to communicate and educate the public 
about the impacts and solutions to climate change.
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At the Zoo, animals are ambassadors for their species and tell the stories of their wild 
counterparts. An “Impacts of Climate Change” exhibit would give the Zoo the opportunity to tell 
this story to Zoo visitors. The “exhibit” would be a series of interrelated signs at select animal 
exhibits throughout the Zoo, supplying visitors with compelling stories to generate empathy for 
animals, understand their challenges, and leave with concrete actions to take for themselves as 
well as an understanding of how the Zoo and City are working to solve these issues. An online 
component could also bring this message to a greater audience. The Zoo is exploring the cost of 
such an exhibit which could be developed during the 2019-20 fiscal year.

Climate change can be a daunting subject for many to understand, but the Zoo has an 
environmental responsibility and opportunity to communicate and engage our visitors and the 
community about solutions and actions that can make a difference.

Respectfully submitted,

DENISE M. VERRET, Interim General Manager 
Zoo Department
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